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This chapter traces the Estonian discursive dynamics on the
contemporary Russian version of democracy after Estonia's
accession to the EU in It puts forth an argument that
securitising the twisted democratic model of today's Russia
enables Estonia to present itself as an exemplary part of the
Western democratic tradition, which is simultaneously
portrayed as being on the defensive, attacked by the 'alien',
or at least substantively different, Russian Other through its
attempts to hijack the form and language of democracy and fill
them with undemocratic contents. Broadscards.
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The sleep demon, known as Batibat, places Sabrina, Ambrose,
Zelda, and Hilda into a deep sleep where they are tortured in
their dream-turned nightmares in order for one of them to
release Batibat from the house.
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News Distribution. Stipules closely imbricate, reniform,
deeply divided into numerous, triangular-acuminate laciniae,
prolonged into spines, the median segments the biggest, the
outer with curved lateral spines; sinuses rounded-obtuse, the
median one the deepest.
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